## Wakeboarding Excursion

**Hydrous Park- Little Elm TX**

| Location          | Hydrous, Little Elm  
|                   | 280 E Eldorado Pkwy, Little Elm, TX 75068  
| Date              | Friday, May 10. 10am-5pm  
| Degree of difficulty | Beginner  
| Physical activity level | Moderate  
| Register by       | May 6th at 5pm  
| Cost              | $30 member /$40 non-member- Includes transportation and equipment rental fee  
| Pre-trip meeting/ Cancellation deadline | May 8th at 8pm  
| What to bring     | Swimsuit, sunscreen, hat, outdoor shoes (sandals recommended), water bottle, snack  
| Max group size    | 10 students  
| Description       | Enjoy 2 hours of wakeboard activities at the Hydrous wakeboard park. We will follow up with some beach time on Lake Lewisville. Join us for a day of fun!  

All forms and waivers must be completed and submitted prior to the excursion date. Participants wearing inadequate or inappropriate clothing will not be allowed to participate.

Participants are responsible for their own food and water during the excursion.

*This activity takes place around a large body of water and involves certain water-related risks including drowning. Participants are encouraged to identify themselves as weak or non-swimmers*

Excursion details subject to change

For more information, please contact Carly Johnston at [carly.johnston@utdallas.edu](mailto:carly.johnston@utdallas.edu)